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Introduction
1.

My interest in conducting this project stems from my socially engaged artist prac-
tice and its ongoing enquiry into the ‘sensory’. I explore both the multi-sensory 
and walking, as means for challenging traditional dynamics between the artist and 
spectator – as ‘durational, dialogical art’ (Kester, 2004) –; allowing for dialogue and 
different ways of knowing the world (Haraway, 1988).

Such as design innovation, socially engaged art is also a boundary discipline; thus, 
the practice is applicable in placemaking contexts due to its focus on landscape 
and experience. The vision for a more inclusive and diverse future motivated me 
to pursue an MDes in Environmental Design and conduct a research project that 
explores places through the senses. With this project I aim to go beyond the explo-
ration of places, towards the multi-sensory, to understand how can these situated 
knowledges inform the way our places are designed. 

This research is located within the wider Scottish Land Reform and the Vacant and 
Derelict Land research context. It proposes the method of a Sensory Engagement 
Framework to accommodate marginalised voices towards enhancing access and 
diversity in land engagement. 

By designing a set of sensory engagements to survey migrant women’s experi-
ences of vacant land, and by conducting the case study in Govanhill - Scotland’s 
ethnically most diverse neighbourhood -; the project aims to understand how might 
a sensory approach contribute to diversity in land engagement, to further inform 
decision-making on the use of vacant and derelict land in Scotland. 

I partnered up with two organisations, Ice Cream Architecture and Agile City, who 
already focus on finding new ways of engagement within the Scottish Land Reform 
context. I co-design the proposed Framework with them and with the community 
organisation Milk Cafe, who works with migrant women in Govanhill. Throughout 
the process, this provided me with reflection and feedback from both innovative 
land engagement and diverse community perspectives. Their valuable feedback 
through each phase of the project informed the development of the Framework-
design. 

It feels inappropriate to consider this research ‘finished’, as it only shows one
standpoint of many possible ways of exploring and framing this problem. This 
‘search in the research’ (Desai, 2020) has taken me to explore diverse ways of 
knowing places through the lens of the sensory. 

Research Question: 

What might be the potential for a 
sensory approach to facilitate diversity 
in land engagement? 

Research Aims:

Through the research, I aim to 
understand how a sensory approach 
can contribute to diversity in land 
engagement, furthermore develop a 
framework for land-engagement 
methods to inform decision-making on 
the use of vacant and derelict land. 
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“It matters what matters we use to think other 
matters with; it matters what stories we tell to tell 
other stories with; it matters what knots knot knots, 
what thoughts think thoughts, what descriptions 
describe descriptions, what ties tie ties. 
It matters what stories make worlds, 
what worlds make stories.” (Haraway, 2016)

Research Background: Biomorphic Urbanism and Plan A

Gap in Knowledge and 
Research into Theory

2.

which as a result affects the generated information 
and decisions made about land use. Additional 
interviews conducted with AC, Ice Cream Architec-
ture (ICA) and the Scottish Land Commission (SLC) 
in March 2020, made it even more apparent that 
innovation to engagement methods and tools is 
necessary for a diverse and inclusive engagement 
process.

Feminist epistemology: Tool as Diffraction and 
Situated Knowledges

With feminist philosophers Karen Barad and Donna 
Haraway – who calls for exercising a feminist version 
of objectivity –, I argue against homogeneous and 
objective knowledge (Barad, 2014), for an epistemology 
based in “situated knowledges” (Haraway, 1988) and 
for 'different kinds of knowledges'. Their critical work 
inspired me to explore different, embodied and 
'situated', ways of knowing the world. In search for 
those untold stories, Le Guin’s ‘Carrier Bag Theory’ 
(1986) directed my attention onto innovation that draws 
inspiration from ‘non-hero stories’. While, Barad’s 
theory on the tool as 'diffraction' (Barad, 2014) led 
me to question the tools of ‘mainstream’ public 
engagement. 

Spatial is social relations ‘stretched out’
Gap in knowledge: Engaging diverse communities

My research rationale is situated in feminist geography 
prompted by the works of Doreen Massey. Following 
Massey’s argument on the essential inclusivity of 
public spaces as ‘stretched out’ models of social 
relations (Massey, 1994), it becomes urgent to repre-
sent diversity in the public engagement processes. 
Allowing inequalities in the process of public engage-
ment does not only underrepresent diverse commu-
nities but further marginalises them by limiting their 
capacity in decision making over the use of public 
space. Built on Massey’s theory on the dynamic and 
emergent nature of places and a progressive sense of 
place, I argue for the engagement of marginalised and 
migrant communities in placemaking. 

Critique on Public engagement

Recent academic criticism emerged on public 
engagement and the ’mainstream’ charrette engage-
ment method, regarding the lack of diversity 
(Kordas, 2019). Charrettes tend to engage with the 
same groups, who already hold power, and at times 
and locations inaccessible to most (Ebrahim, 2019),  
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In January 2020 I co-curated a session for the School 
for Civic Imagination CCA, Biomorphic Urbanism, 
with fellow artist and cultural geographer, Iryna 
Zamuruieva. We invited artist Michael Smythe from 
Phytology, and partnered up with Agile City (AC). The 
2-day session was focused on a vacant site under 
recent development by AC, including a sensory map-
ping walk to imagine ways in which we could reshape 
the area to prioritise environmental and social justice.

Following the workshop, I retained my involvement 
in AC’s vacant land development project, such field 
experience – with the specific combination of sensory 
and vacant land –  built the foundations of the initial 
proposal for this innovative research design project. 
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the development 
of that piece of vacant land has been temporarily 
paused; nevertheless, I remained inspired to walk and 
to research further into the vacant land context of 
Glasgow. 

Following are the theoretical and methodological
explorations that led me to formulate my research 
questions. 

“Genuine community engagement must 
take place when making decisions about 
land and it must work across all social 
groups to deliver improvements where they 
matter most”  -Scottish Land Commission

Intersection of ethnicity and gender: Migrant 
women’s experiences of place

‘Intersectionality’ was originally developed to show 
how race and gender couldn’t be separately analysed 
from each other. Indeed, as Rodó-de-Zárate and 
Baylina explains, such an approach is able to reveal 
their dynamic relations.

“[...] contributing to a more complex and dy-
namic understanding of 
social relations and power structures” 
(Rodó-de-Zárate, Baylina, 2018)

Migrant women’s experiences speak to a lot of other 
marginalised experiences. Consequently, through such 
an intersectionalist perspective, I chose as the focus 
of my investigation, migrant women’s experiences of 
space and vacant land. Vacant land provides a poten-
tial for imagining spaces otherwise. ‘Vacancy’ can be 
seen as an opportunity for giving space to and shaping 
the space through diverse experiences and views for 
inclusive future use.

Phase 1

Gap in Knowledge

Research Question 1:
How might we create access in land engagement

 so that diverse voices can be heard? 

Context: Vacant Land / Govanhill / Experiences of 
migrant women

Policy Context: The Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2016
Vacant and Derelict Land Taskforce (SLC)

Community right to buy (Land Reform Act 2003)

Phase 2

Research into theories

of Place-based,
'Situated Knowledges’ (Haraway, 1988)
and Tools of ‘Diffraction’ (Barad, 2014)

Feminist epistemologies
Place, Space and Gender (Massey, 1994)

Phase 3.1

Research into and Practical 
Exploration of land engagement and 
blended methods (covid-19 context)

‘Autonomous Care Unit’
Sensory Mapping

Walking as a method

Phase 3.2

Exploration of methods

for ‘situated ways’ of knowing places
Sensory ethnography
Participatory mapping

Spatial Imaginaries (Said, 1979)
Psychogeography (Dérive)

Research Question:
What might be the potential for a  sensory approach to facilitate 

diversity in land engagement? 

Aim:
To understand how a sensory approach can contribute to 

diversity in land engagement, from which subsequently develop a 
framework for sensory land-engagement methods.

Desk Research
A non-linear process of explorations into 

theory and methods

Figure 1.: Desk Research



“If you see that people make 
Glasgow, that means that 

imigration makes Glasgow. 
That is really real. 

What they also should say, is 
that imigration changes and 

makes Glasgow to people also 
care more for each other.” 

- Participant quote

Vacant and Derelict Land

Vacant land is a land that is lying empty, unused but has 
potential to be built on or used at some point. 
Derelict land is land damaged from previous develop-
ment that needs to be restored before being reused. 
Glasgow has consistently had the highest concentration 
of vacant and derelict land of any Scottish city, that to-
tals 1110.57 hectares: roughly twice the size of Dundee. 
Around a third of the Scottish population lives within 
500 meters of a derelict site, which figure in deprived 
communities increases to 58%. Abandoned spaces with 
more damaged property in communities can make peo-
ple feel unsafe and could impact on mental health, while 
also being labeled and therefore adding to stigma. 
(Source: Scottish Land Commission, 
Children in Scotland)

Scottish Land Reform

The Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2016

It illustrates how human rights law can be integrated in 
land governance to address redevelopment of vacant 
and derelict land; increase diversity of land ownership; 
improve community engagement in land use decision 
making.

Community Right to Buy

Part 3A of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003 gives 
communities the power to buy land that is abandoned 
or neglected or is detrimental to the wellbeing of the 
community.
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“You’ve created a research question 
and methodology that is not only 
interesting but very worthwhile. 
You’re right to highlight 
‘consultation fatigue’ and trust 
at the outset. While it is frequently 
recognised, not all are willing to engage 
directly with it to innovate solutions to it. 
Your intended approach of how to 
address is interesting too. I’m excited to 
see how the prototyping is developing 
the project!”  - Neil Fergusson, Ice Cream Architecture

11 12Donna Haraway in the documentary ‘Story Telling for Earthly Survival’ Diffraction theory (Barad, 2014)



Psychogeography and Walking as a way of 
thinking and knowing

Historian and environmental writer, Rebecca Solnit’s 
work on walking and psychogeography highlights the 
importance of carefully and attentively engaging with 
the surroundings through the act of walking - as a way 
of thinking (Solnit, 2000, 2005). 

Exploration of Methods
3.

Hypothesis: Sensory engagement as a tool 

Sensory Mapping and Urban Design 

Prompted by the works of urbanists and built envi-
ronment educators who utilise sensory walks in their 
practice to map experiences of homeless people 
(e.g., Imaging Homelessness in a City of Care - Par-
ticipatory Mapping with Homeless People - See pho-
to no.2.) or with children (e.g., Kulturaktiv); I see the 
capacity for a sensory mapping engagement to allow 
'different kinds of knowledges' (Haraway, 1988) and 
experiences to be heard in the process of land-en-
gagement. Built on my desk research, I hypotheses that sensory 

engagement could be a tool that is capable of facilitat-
ing access, allow a diversity of voices in spatial imagi-
nation while providing valuable insights to inform how 
places are designed to represent diversity. 
The following design project builds on sensory eth-
nography methods, that involve Sarah Pink’s insider 
approach. 

“ [...]the researcher self-consciously and 
reflexively attending to the senses throughout 
the research process” (Pink, 2009) 

It takes the Govanhill vacant land context as a case 
study and proposes a Sensory Engagement Frame-
work to facilitate the access of marginalised communi-
ties - at the intersection of gender and ethnicity. 

Sensory Mapping and Cultural Geography 

Cultural geography scholar, climate activist and artist, 
Iryna Zamuruieva’s project Walking – one sense at a 
time, helped me draw lines between the art practice 
and geography through revealing that if combined they 
foster socio-ecological transformations. Her work and 
our ‘Autonomous Care Unit’ blended engagement 
experiments conducted during the lockdown (See pho-
to no.3. and Appendix 1.), inspired me to explore how 
might a similar sensory approach in public engagement 
could become a tool for allowing 'different kinds of 
knowledges' (Haraway, 1988), encouraging and pro-
voking thinking and reflection; and creating space for 
diverse experiences in land-engagement.  

“Walking is a mode of making the world 
as well as being in it. Thus the walking body 
can be traced in the places it has made, 
paths, parks. […] 
Walking shares with making and working that 
crucial element of engagement of the body 
and the mind with the world, of knowing the 
world through the body and the body through 
the world.” (Solnit, 2000) 

The proposed sensory mapping walks–engagements, 
are significantly inspired by her work; in weaving 
together artistic approaches, with cultural and human 
geographic scholarship, I followed her guide. 
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1. Silent walk and ‘drifting’ with 
MUCK at a vacant site in Glasgow 
- Dérive is a method of psychoge-
ography, an exploration of urban 
environments that emphasizes 
playfulness and ‘drifting’

2. Imaging Homelessness in a City of Care 
Participatory Mapping with Homeless People

Figure 2.: Research into Methods



What might be the potential for 
a sensory approach to facilitate 
diversity in land engagement? 

To understand how a sensory 
approach can contribute to 
diversity in land engagement, 
from which subsequently 
develop a framework for 
sensory land-engagement 
methods.

Research Question:

Research Aim:
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3. ‘Autonomous Care Unit’: Chiara Dellerba, Iryna Zamuruieva and Zsofia Szonja Illes 
Blended engagement experiments during lock down 

(See Appendix 1.)



Designing the Engagements
4.

Expert interview - Iryna Zamuruieva, Cultural
Geographer and Artist

The online-blended sensory walk I partook in April 2020 
- as one of our ‘Autonomous Care Unit’ sessions, led 
by cultural geographer Iryna Zamuruieva – significantly 
inspired the outlined Sensory Walk design. The focus 
of her walk and work is on experimentation with our 
relationship with human-nature, to encourage, exercise 
and legitimise it. As the first phase of my engagement 
design, I interviewed Iryna about a sensory walk she 
designed for Auckland City Council, to help me under-
stand how such a method could be adapted to the land 
engagement context.

Insights embedded into the prototype design

• starting the session with a warm-up sensory exercise
• 1 sense as a focus for each participant
• silent mapping (for attentiveness, and to avoid  

influence on participants' experience) 
• group reflection every 15 minutes via text messages
• allowing enough time for reflection at the end 
• ethnographic method for ‘data capturing’ and evaluation 

(reflective writing)

“It gives you the permission to do 
something otherwise 

not considered ‘normal’. 
Somehow, we need someone else’s 

permission to allow us to feel that 
it is legitimate to climb a tree.”   

Iryna Zamuruieva

Designing the Sensory Walks

Many of the previously explored methods and practices 
from art, social and cultural geography primarily focus 
on the experience or capturing information. 
My research, by focusing on embodiment and sensory 
ways of experiencing places – with spatial imagination 
designed into the process –, allows the participants to 
explore possible future narratives and formulate their 
visions and preferences for the space.

I was looking for blended methods that could be appli-
cable for engagement with real places, while socially 
distanced. A sense of togetherness and group reflection 
was also an essential aspect of the previous blended 
engagement experiments, which was further designed 
into the prototype. (See in ‘Autonomous Care Unit’ 
Appendix 1.)
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Fieldwork - Engagements
A non-linear process of engagement design 
Informed by Sensory Ethnography methods 
and Feminist Care Ethics

Phase 2

Prototyping Blended Engagement

With migrant women artists of 
the ‘Autonomous Care Unit’ 

(3 participants)

Phase 1

Co-Designing the engagement

Interviews with mapping experts, 
community organisations 
and facilitators working in 

diverse community 
contexts

Recruitment through and
Co-designing with 

gatekeeper org.

Participant and 
Stakeholder feedback

(Milk Cafe, Agile 
City, Ice Cream 

Architecture)

Phase 3

Sensory Mapping Engagements

2 physical engagements in Govanhill
(3 participants)

Pre-Mapping
the Walks

Autoethnography
Reflection

Participant and 
Gatekeeper (Milk Cafe) 

feedback

Design Artefacts (zine, photovoice), Sensory Information 
(sound recording, sensory maps)

Figure 3.: Fieldwork - Engagments



Prototyping a Blended Sensory Walk

Govanhill: Scotland’s most ethnically diverse 
neighbourhood 
And Co-designing the Engagements with Milk Cafe

I chose  Govanhill - Scotland’s ethnically most 
diverse neighbourhood - as a case study to develop 
the engagement framework. With the local gatekeep-
er organisation, Milk Cafe (MC), we co-designed two 
engagements. MC is one of the most established local 
organisations working on the ground with migrant 
women in the neighbourhood.

The following are the main insights taken into consid-
eration, from interviewing gatekeeper organisations 
and further co-designing the engagements with MC.

As outlined earlier in this chapter, I structured the en-
gagements in a way to allow time for warm-up activity, 
spatial imagination and reflection at the end. I also 
choose to participate and facilitate at the same time, 
by minimising my facilitator role to allow space for par-
ticipants to reflect and imagine. Despite the physical 
distance, having a somewhat similar embodied expe-
rience - e.g., of the weather conditions - also helped 
in equalising our power relations and in understanding 
how such engagement feels from the participants 
perspective.

“If you have been socialised into a world or 
family where it’s just not something that you 
do, then it might create a barrier or obstacle 
to that effort. Working in the arts, for us it 
might be comfortable, but for a lot of people 
it’s actually quite intimidating and something 
they have never been asked before - to lean 
against a tree, while they are walking alone.”  
           Participant
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Reflection and Insights taken forward to the engagement design 

• imagination needs more time
• guiding text messages need to be more structured
• these kind of creative methods might feel intimidating for some
• safe space where experimentation is encouraged
• feeling safe vs. walking alone as a woman
• documentation and reflection needs to be built into the process
• not adding extra responsibility and burden on participants  

(e.g., MIRO and Google Drive uploads took weeks after the 
workshop, and were experienced by participants as "additional 
responsibilities" in times of already online-heavy interactions.)

4. Prototyping a Blended Sensory Walk  - Meeting on Zoom, and guiding participants via text messages



Sensory Walk ~60 min

Going on a walk together to 
explore the neighbourhood through our 
senses 

From:            To:

Meeting point:

Introduction~30 min

Information about the walk and intro-
ducing ourselves 

From:            To:

Meeting point:

Discussion ~30 min

Reflecting on the walk and sharing our 
experiences  

From:            To:

Meeting point:

Notice sensations you like...

Take photos of things 
you find important

Collect things that say something
about your neighbourhood

Draw a map of your walk

Note 
down your 
experiences and thoughts

...or you don’t like

ON THE WALK

THANK YOU!

How does your City feel, look, smell and sound?

What does your neighbourhood look like? And how do the streets look like in your home 
country? What do the signs, colours and shapes tell you? Are they welcoming? Do the trees 
cast long shadows on the pavement of your neighbourhood? And do the roofs glow in orange 
while catching the late summer sunset? Are there also dark streets and corners in your 
neighbourhood? Do you ever go there? What is your favourite thing to watch and 
contemplate in your neighbourhood? Is that the boys playing cricket, the seagulls on the roof, 
or the magnificent canopies in the park? Does your neighbourhood have a lot of colours? 
If it was a colouring book how would you colour it for yourself?

What are the textures and shapes that feel inviting in your neighbourhood? Those that you 
cannot resist not to touch - like silky moss growing on old stone walls, that old shiny copper 
door handle or the soft timber surface of the benches in the park? Are there things you would 
secretly like to hug on your street, or somewhere you would lay down if nobody watched? 
Are there also shapes and materials that feel hostile? What is the message they send to you? 
How would it feel to touch them? Which is the best spot in your neighbourhood to let sun 
caress your face? And are there streets and lanes in your neighbourhood where the wind 
seems to always blow?

Do you hear the wind whistling through the windows and rustling the leaves of the trees on 
your street? Or the sound of the motorway from afar like crashing waves? Can you hear 
birdsong, flapping seagull wings, the river roaring or raindrops on your roof? Are there cold 
surfaces in your neighbourhood from where the sound reverberates off? Do you hear children 
playing outside and people chatting front of the shops? Do you live on a busy street with lots 
of traffic? Can you hear the signal of the ice cream truck on sunny days, reminding you of 
childhood summer holidays? Is there music in your neighbourhood? If you were the composer 
of this cacophony what are the sounds that you would amplify in the melody of your 
neighbourhood?

What are the smells that best describe your neighbourhood? And those that remind you of 
your home even with eyes closed? What is the first smell that hits you as you step out to the 
street? Is it the smoke of the traffic, the fresh earth after rain, or does the wind carry a waft of 
curry from the kitchen of that shop around the corner? And what are the smells that escape 
other people’s kitchens in your neighbourhood and make you want to invite yourself in for 
dinner? Are there edible plants and fruits growing in your street? How do the lanes and 
backgardens smell in your neighbourhood?

Are there abandoned pieces of land, a little corner, an empty car park perhaps, that you would 
inhabit with sounds, shapes, colours and smells? Are there cracks and edges on your street 
where all weeds can freely grow? Is there space in your neighbourhood for your imagination 
to flow?

Thank you for joining us for this walk!

Ethical Insights and Considerations

1. Design of consent form – Non-language-based 
communication  
‘There is a history of women of colour being exploited 
by researchers’ - as one of my gatekeepers explained. 
Despite the language barriers  – the varying level of 
spoken English, and literacy in these communities –, 
I found ways through non-language-based communi-
cation, with the designed tool of a Sensory Walk Zine 
(See Appendix 2.), to ensure that the process is well 
understood and participants are aware of their rights 
and what they are consenting to. The design of the 
consent and information form became a critical ele-
ment of the research in this regard. (Insight from Milk 
Cafe and ‘We are Home’ project)

2. Recruitment through and Co-designing with 
gatekeeper organisations 
Participants were recruited through the gatekeeper 
organisation, Milk Café, to establish trust, and know-
ing that the women they work with will be safeguarded 
and not put in a position where their knowledge was 
exploited to benefit someone else’s research. (Insight 
from Dardishi)

3. Referencing participants’ knowledge contribution – 
yet respecting their anonymity 
 
4. Working with senses, being aware of the inclusivity 
of the process for those with visual and hearing 
impairment or mobility issues

5. Technical accessibility - Using the platform of com-
munication most accessible for participants (Insight 
from Milk Cafe)

6. Providing inclusive engagement for diverse needs

7. ‘Resources’ needed for supporting the participation 
of vulnerable and marginalised people to avoid their 
exploitation. These resources for support can include 
the payment of travel fares and childcare.

Bias: Migrant women and access

Practising reflexivity was also a critical aspect of the 
ethical research process. It is important to reflect the 
position from which a project for access and diversity 
is facilitated. As a white, European, childless migrant 
woman, I had to reflect upon my own bias, and 
address those factors – such as domestic labour – 
that keep many women away from public participation. 
As an artist, I had to understand my own privilege to 
have access to such concepts and methods. I also had 
to reflect on, and adapt to the ways my participants 
preferred communicating. It was through working with 
the gatekeeper organisation (MC) that I had to realise 
my own bias and privilege.  
I work towards removing such barriers to ensure 
women’s participation in this project, which led me to 
reconsider the idea of a blended online engagement 
and organise two small group distanced Walks.

“That’s quite a conceptual thing to do a walk 
and think about the space and the body. I 
think it would be a struggle for them to to do 
it, particularly at the moment, just with their 
phones, on their own. If they were led through 
the engagement with a bit more physical pres-
ence it might hold it together better. Where 
language or technology could be a barrier, it 
would allow more space for nonverbal com-
munication.” - Feedback from Milk Cafe

5. Sensory Walk Zine  
Designed with illustrator, Waldemar Stepien, 
to facilitate non-languaged based communication, 
to make sure that the process is well understood, 
and participants are aware of their rights 
and what they are consenting to.  
(Sensory Walking Zine in Appendix 2.)

Reflection and Insights taken forward into the 
engagement design 

• removing the language barrier 
• visual communication - designing a Zine
• removing technology barrier - for the presence 

and body language
• providing for child care and travel costs if   

necessary
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Autoethnography - Walking the route

Tools for capturing information

• Photovoice: disposable cameras for participants to 
document the walks (See Photo no.6)

• Sensory Walk Zine: non-language based booklet 
used as research information sheet, notepad and 
sketchbook (See Photo no.7 and Appendix 2)

• Sound recording: allowed for more presence, used 
with participants’ permission only

• Reflective writing after the walks 

Curiosity and agility during the engagements allowed 
for adapting as the project progressed. Reflective writ-
ing and observational notes enabled the continued de-
velopment of the method for the following engagement, 
which then informed the final Engagement Framework 
design.

A crucial insight from the first workshop was that I had 
to stay open for participants’ creative language, even if 
it was not the method I have planned for. 
My hypothesis for a silent sensory walk with reflec-
tions - that worked well with artists for the prototype 
(See page 20) - did not suit the Govanhill context. For 
women who previously were strangers to one another 
felt inappropriate not to chat and share with each other. 
Allowing people and situations to be what they may 
become, provided space for expressing their thoughts, 
feelings, experiences, memories and imaginations by 
using their own creative language.

Following is the structure of the second engagement.

In designing the engagements, I took into account my 
findings from prototyping and the feedback from the 
gatekeeper organisation, MC. Prior to the first Walk, 
I visited Govanhill to walk the planned route myself. 
This autoethnographic method helped to further 
adapt the walks for the specific locational context. 
I had to imagine weather conditions, find the spots 
where we could potentially sit down and reflect; and 
figure out whether walking, making notes, recording 
sound and taking photos is possible while holding an 
umbrella at the same time—It wasn’t. 
I had to experience the possible obstacles and 
distractions myself so that I wouldn’t put my partic-
ipants in demanding situations. This helped me to 
choose the right engagement tools for the context 
and imagine what would be the best-suited way to 
capture information. (Following Pink (2015), I refrain 
from using the term data to refer to ways of knowing 
and specifically use ‘information’ instead.)

Engagements - Sensory Maping Walks
4.

23
8. Pre-walking the route helped in identifying the right engagement tools

7. Photovoice: using disposable cameras for documentation

6. Unintended value: the Zine making can be an “activity book for kids” 
(Participant comment)

Structuring the Walks 

30 min: Introduction
• Consent Forms
• Warm-up sensing exercise
• 1 sense as a focus

60 min: Sensory Mapping Walk
• 10-15 minutes neighborhood sensing
• Reflection on the sensory experience
• 10-15 minutes neighborhood sensing
• Reflection on the neighborhood through  

the senses
• 30 minutes sensing the vacant site

30 min: End-Reflection 

“I came because I belong to 
the community. I would like to 

inform things which is within the 
community, within the people.  

To help each other. I really appreci-
ate it whenever people ask me. 

I like to be part of the community 
things that are good for everyone.”

- Participant reflecting on the Walk

Engagement Outputs: Sensory Maps

The following analyses – as the latter Framework 
also suggests – should be done collaboratively with 
the Walk–engagement participants. Following deep 
analyses, there are 3 sensory maps (layers) designed 
for collaborative analysis, curated and reflected upon 
with the Walk participants in September 2020 as part 
of a follow-up Spatial Imagination Workshop. 
All photos were taken by, and all quotes used on the 
following maps are the work of the Participants.
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Sensory Analyses 
5.

Principles of Sensory Analyses

1. Following Pink (2015), I refrain from using the term 
data to refer to ways of knowing and specifically use 
‘information’ instead.  

2. I do not evaluate and represent the quality of Par-
ticipants’ experience - as  Jenkins, Narayanaswamy, 
Sweetman (2019) argue, instead I use their quotes to 
explain their experiences and amplify their voices in the 
process.

3. I only categorise Participants’ experiences based on 
their own evaluation (neutral / positive / negative). 

4. I practice care for the process and for the ‘informa-
tion’. I intended the visualisations (See Sensory Maps 
on p27-32.) to speak a qualitative, sensory language, to 
show care for the knowledge of the Participants, who 
dedicated their time and effort to the project.

Designing with care - Sensory visualisation

To understand the importance of non-language based 
information in the engagement phase, I collaborated 
with illustrator Waldemar Stepien on designing a Zine 
that explains the Walk, through visual language (See 
Appendix 3). It was a powerful tool that played a sig-
nificant role in communicating complex processes and 
information between participants and facilitator - with 
varying levels of English. Participants also expressed 
how much they valued this gesture of care.
While analysing sensory information, I have sketched 
out graphs and maps in MIRO (See Appendix 4 for this 
process), all of which seemed quantitative ‘data-like’ 
and too rigid in their style and structure for explaining 
sensory processes that deal with memories and 
imaginaries; qualities that are more flexible and fluid 
than what pie charts allow. Consulting over my initial 
graphs with Waldemar S., we decided that he would 
add this sensory aspect of information to my graphs 
and maps. His illustrations brought sensory percep-
tions, memories and imagination to life on the follow-
ing maps (p27-32).

The following sensory analysis was a creative pro-
cess that aimed at understanding patterns in sensory 
information that emerged during the Sensory Walk 
engagements. I structured this information in forms of 
colour-coded observations and Sensory Maps. (See 
Appendix 3 and Photos 1-2 on p26.) In the next phase 
of the engagement workshops – organised with MC 
early 2021 –, I  will bring these back to the same group 
of participants; for a collaborative sensory analysis 
of the mapped information. As the next chapter elab-
orates, within the Framework (See p35-42.), this will 
form the bases for a collaborative Spatial Imagination 
workshop, where the identified areas of interests–
needs and areas of opportunities–‘vacancies’ will be 
merged in a collaborative envisioning of the future of 
these vacant spaces.
Following the sensory analyses of information, I have 
created a few sketches of such spatial possibilities 
based on my participants’ observations and visions. 
These demonstrated that such mapping engagements 
have the potential to inform the use of vacant land. 
However, it will not be part of this research report, 
as the aim of the proposed framework would be to 
co-create such visions with members of the commu-
nity.

“Analysis in sensory ethnography […] is indeed as sensorial 
a process as the research itself: a context where sensory 
memories and imaginaries are at their full force as the 
ethnographer draws relationships between the experiential 
field of the research and the scholarly practices of academia.”   
(Pink, 2015)

“A design-focused and future-oriented 
sensory ethnography approach has a key 
role to play in […] future-making. […] 
It promises to bring to the fore the tacit, 
normally unspoken about ways of know-
ing and doing that are part of everyday life. 
These activities […] are often mundane and 
feel so ‘normal’ to our participants that they 
might not even think they are worth mention-
ing, but they are also part of the way we feel 
and sense our futures.” (Pink, 2015)
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Having conducted deep visual and sensory analyses, 
I came to the understanding that mapping through 
the senses is a tool that is capable of opening up 
doors to other types of knowledges. It led me to iden-
tify the dynamic patterns between sensory 
perception, memory and imagination – outlined in 
the graph on pages 33-34 - with their associated 
placemaking values. Only after I came across Pink’s 
principles for place-making (Pink, 2015, p25) which 
outline the significance of perception, place, knowing, 
memory and imagination in the sensory ethnographic 
process. Pink’s place-making principles guided me in 
further conceptualising the Framework (See p35-42).

The Process of Sensory Analyses 

1. Colour-Coded note-making, while listening back
        to the field-recordings
2. Identified layers (sensory, memory, imagination) and   

colour-coded values (See Appendix 3) 
3. Mapping version1: via individual sense
4. Mapping version 2: via area and value (this version              

was taken forward to the final design)

1.

2.

3.

4.

While I anticipated that analysis would be a crucial 
part of the project, I was surprised that the rigour 
it required allowed creative process; which aspect 
led to the conceptualisation of the project. Initially, I 
scheduled 1 week for analyses, which then I extend-
ed to 3 weeks. I spent a major part of this time on 
mapping and visualising sensory dynamics. 
The photographs below intend to explain this evolu-
tion of the process. 

Senses, Memory and Imagination - Intangible assets
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Placemaking Value:

• represent sensory experience               
positive and negative features and mental 
insights of place

• which combines with and leads to     
memories, expectations and visions 
(Rodaway, 1994)

Figure: Types of knowledges accessed through engaging with the senses, their dynamic and 
potential value to inform placemaking

“The smell of the coffee sometimes makes 
me really happy. Especially front of Milk Cafe. 

When I smell that I feel the peace.”

“I was thinking a place that can make 
people feel blessed. My imagination was like 

here, with community space for 
benches, herbs, plants.”

Memory

Placemaking Value:

• access to intangible and cultural  assets
• allow for ‘Innovation from Tradition’                   

(McHattie, 2018)

Placemaking Value:

• represent place-based knowledge
• communicate community visions and   

preferences for the space
• inform spatial representation

normal days, the old days, front of 
Cafe Milk Cafe, I love that smell. 

We live in the same neighbourhood. We invite 
each other to our houses. 

We have dinner together, chat and 

2 o clock at night time.”

Sense

Imagination
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Sensory Engagement 
        Framework

7.

“The outline approach is really interesting, and it could 
be useful at encouraging organisations to have more 
holistic approaches to engagement, and developing 
richer understanding of places and the experience of 
it by different people.”   - Neil Fergusson, Ice Cream Architecture

Time vs Participation

“Right now the framework requires a time commit-
ment of at least a few hours. Is there an access point 
for those who are unable to commit that amount of 
time?” - Neil Fergusson, Ice Cream Architecture

The Framework’s ‘resource heavy-ness’ balances out 
by the multiple-value that the engagements provide 
all throughout the process. Linking to other essential 
needs, these can be programmed into the gatekeep-
er organisation’s existing community engagement 
framework.

The timeframe of this MDes project only allowed for 
testing and developing the Mapping Engagement 
phase. However,  in the following months we planned 
with Milk Cafe, a set of workshops for reflection, col-
laborative analyses and Spatial Imagination, to allow 
for developing and refining the final phases of the 
Framework. 

With the scenario of an extended lockdown, there is a 
potential for further developing the blended engage-
ment version (See p19-20), which has been tested 
during the prototyping phase.

Informed by iterative phases of prototyping, parti-
cipant engagement, feedback and expert interviews, 
I developed the Engagement Framework to provide 
guidelines for placemakers towards designing 
accessible and diverse public engagements. I built 
the design from two main components: The first one 
focuses on placemaking phases and values (See 
Graph on p37-38). While the second, the Access 
Framework (See p42), compliments the other with 
the necessary actions and approaches needed to be 
taken for accessibility.

The gatekeeper organisations - the ‘experts’ in 
engaging diverse communities - is the Frameworks' 
cornerstone. I designed the Engagement Framework 
in a way that it prioritises benefiting participants’ 
experience over ‘data collection’. Some would 
regard such an aspect of the approach a ‘weakness’, 
however I argue in this project’s case, these are over-
come by it’s strengths. These types of methods are 
often considered ‘resource heavy’, due to their slow 
and prolonged approach to engagement. Such 
engagements place their emphasis upon understan-
ding local people’s lived experiences and facilitating 
their access; not only towards public participation, 
but to often abstract placemaking practices, 
concepts and methods. Therefore, the Framework’s 
primary impact lies in its ability to amplify the deci-
sion-making roles of its participants; empowering 
those who participate and members of the wider 
community. 
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Framework For Access
7.

Set of Guiding Principles towards an accessible 
Engagement Framework

The following are a collection of guiding principles 
towards an accessible Engagement Framework that I 
designed based on the reflections and observations of 
the Govanhill Case Study; and of the field experience 
of the development process through iterative phases 
of prototyping and participant engagement.

Participant feedback and expert interviews highlighted 
multiple critical insights on land engagement. It must 
be a sustained activity. For it to be truly accessible 
and participatory, it also needs to become embed-
ded into participants’ ways of being and the natural 
rhythms of their lives. In case of this project situated 
in the Govanhill context, the land engagement work-
shops could be embedded into the gatekeeper organi-
sation’s regular community engagement programming. 

The migrant women who participated in the engage-
ment workshops are the ones who have an urgent 
need for their environment to support their everyday 
lives. Many of them live in limited space, often in 
social housing or raising their children without fam-
ily support. Due to the coronavirus lockdown, some 
lost their jobs; while the task of their children’s 
home-schooling fell on them. As many of the partic-
ipants have limited time and financial resources, the 
Engagement Framework could only become genuinely 
accessible if its design allows for multiple layers of 
value. It doesn’t become an additional burden; 
instead, it can relieve some of the pressures of the
Participants' lives. 
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“In challenging embedded power 
dynamics, community-driven 

participatory design is truly 
democratic and well suited for 

placemaking work.” 
(de la Peña et al., 2017)
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Public Exhibition Phase: 
(Inspired by the ‘We are home’ project - Govanhill)

• Finding an accessible space for the wider community 
to participate (e.g., Govanhill Baths)

• Providing a basis for community reflection through the 
visualised outputs of the engagements

• Allowing participants’ voice and visions to be heard 
and seen by the wider community

• Using art as a tool for connecting and unifying a  
diverse community

• Offering palpable interaction with abstract issues and 
mapping practices (Reibel, 2019)

• Empowering voices regardless of language barriers
• Activating minority stakeholders  

Framework Hand-over Phase:
(Following a Design Justice approach)

• Collaborative reflection and evaluation
• Prioritising the design’s impact on the community
• Towards community control of the design process, 

practice and outputs
• Challenging structural inequalities 

A Set of Guiding
Principles to foster accessibility 
in different phases of the 
Engagement Framework

Facilitating access all throughout the process:

• Care-Full Design - designing with care (Choi, 2019)
• Designing multiple-value engagements that link to 

other essential needs (e.g., the Zine as an activity book 
for children, See Appendix 2)

• Not adding to the participants’ workload
• Designing engagements that fit into participants’  

existing routine
• Being aware of cultural and religious concerns 
• Accessible language: Eliminating the use of profession-

al jargon
• Developing an open-ended, agile, flexible process
• Allowing people and situations to be what they may 

become
• Amplifying the decision-making roles of participants
• Challenging embedded power dynamics
• Responding to and prioritising participant needs
• Technological accessibility: Using participants’ pre-

ferred ways of communication

Area to explore for further access: Accessible
 public locations

To further open up possibilities for public participation and 
in challenging the notion of access provided through gate-
keeper organisations; the following questions emerge. 
What are the limits of the gatekeeper organisations’ out-
reach? Could encouraging participation happen naturally 
in occurring rhythms in public spaces that exist within a 
neighbourhood; such as mothers waiting to pick their kids 
up at Govanhill vacant site, opposite the primary school?

Pre-Engagement Phase:

• Co-designing with the gatekeeper organisation to 
respond to the context and needs (e.g., childcare,  
accessible ways of communication)

• Co-designing the information sheet and consent form 
(e.g., illustrated Zine, See Appendix 2)

• Recruiting through gatekeeper organisation to establish 
trust

• Clearly communicating the aim of the project and 
engagement 

• Corresponding via the gatekeeper organisation
• Embedding engagement workshops into the organisa-

tion’s engagement programming framework

Warm-up Engagement Phase:

• Providing access and familiarising with concepts,  
context and methods

• Understanding of participant needs to inform further 
engagements

Engagement Phase:

• Facilitating access through covering travel costs and 
childcare whenever necessary

• Flexible to participants’ creative language and ways of 
knowing

• Eliminating unnecessary use of tools to allow for more 
presence and attentiveness

• Eliminating any extra work and responsibility for partic-
ipants (e.g., through the use of disposable cameras vs. 
Google Drive uploads) 

• Dialogical process: Facilitator as a participant 
• Power dynamics: Equalising the roles
• Collaborative Reflection as part of the process
• Keeping a flexible timeframe

Underpinning approaches, values and theory:

• Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Freire, Paulo 
(1968):

• dialogical process 
• participatory pedagogies
• empowerment education   

 
• Feminist Care ethics, Tronto, Joan C. (2005)

• “Attentiveness, responsibility, competence, 
responsiveness, plurality, communication, 
trust and respect; solidarity — caring with” 
      

• Citizen science                                          
  

• Community-driven design    
 

• Design Justice:  
• design led by marginalized communities
• challenge - not reproduce - structural  

inequalities
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Conclusion

Through a set of engagement workshops in the 
vacant and derelict land context of Govanhill, the 
sensory approach demonstrated that it has the 
capacity for enhancing gender and socio-cultural 
diversity in land engagement in Scotland’s ethnically 
most diverse neighbourhood.

The in-depth – sensory and visual – analyses of the 
mapped information and design artefacts evidenced 
its placemakeing value, which lies in the layers of ‘sit-
uated knowledges’ and intangible assets. Proving that 
the method can reveal previously unavailable informa-
tion about places and those who inhabit them. 

However, the fieldwork process also made it apparent 
that the method needs to be agile and responsive to 
context and participant needs. It only truly becomes 
accessible if it facilitates the empowerment of those 
who participate, and works towards access. Not only 
in the physical sense but by making complex and of-
ten abstract placemaking concepts and methods also 
accessible. For it to truly address systemic inequali-
ties in spatial participation, it further needs to merge 
with approaches of design justice, co-creation and 
feminist care ethics.  
 
Such engagement generates multiple impacts: it em-
powers those who participate, increases the cohesion 
and agency of communities, supports community 
organisations to innovate their practices for more 
equitable engagement and decision-making process-
es; and supports placemakers in land decision-
making. 

Long-term perspectives: Diverse rural communities

The end-stakeholder engagements and interviews 
identified that the approach have wider applicability 
and shows potential within the current Scottish Land 
Reform context.
As the Scottish Government have highlighted the 
importance of migration as a means of counteracting 
the aging  demographic of Scotland's rural communi-
ties, a land engagement framework for diversity could 
further play a significant role there. By collaboratively 
envisioning the future of these dynamically changing 
communities and by providing a greater understand-
ing of rural migrants’ diverse lived experiences. 
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8.
Reflection
and Non-hero Stories
Going back to the beginning of my thesis and peeling back 
off the layers of place, space and vacant land; the inquiry in 
my research was inherently about the ‘non-linear, non-hero 
stories’ that LeGuin and Haraway (2016) write about. 
Future placemaking – and future everything – will need such 
a shift in perspectives and change in narratives for more 
sustainable and liveable futures. I aimed to hear those 
‘different kinds of stories’, learn from them, show their rich-
ness and build a way to advocate for them. 

Normally I do such things through the tools of an artist. This 
new role of a  – design – researcher felt, at times, a challen-
ging and unfamiliar one. Some of the tools for walking this 
path, such as writing, required a form of hard work, what I 
have previously would have thought ‘it wasn’t for me’. 

That is where I need to speak about access. To acknowl-
edge the importance of those – people and institutions – 
who facilitate that. Through trust, care and empowerment 
I am advocating for similar access with my research. One 
that creates spaces, where knowing differently, is not just 
‘accepted’ but valued and embraced. 

A lot could be written as a reflection upon a project that 
takes as its focus knowledge, access and diversity. I would 
like to end my thesis by reflecting not only how knowledge 
is accessed, but how it – academic knowledge – is pro-
duced. By those, research participants, who largely con-
tributed towards it, but whose ‘non-academic’ knowledge 
won’t be referenced in the Bibliography. 
I want to credit them, who with their diversity of knowledges 
contributed towards this piece of work: A.V., C.D., F., I.Z., 
N., P.M.
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Practicing autonomous care structures in 12 situations 
 
This text is about the experiences of  

being,  
making, and  

practicing the autonomous care and skill-shares of the three fellow  
artists and friends CD, ZI, IZ, catalyzed by our participation in the School for Civic 
Imagination at the Centre for Contemporary Art in Glasgow. 
 
I describe our experiences through 12 situations. These situations are not a chronological 
depiction of this shared experience, but rather a collage of how time bends into nourishing 
nooks with each fold creating a supportive structure for being and doing things a little 
differently and with a little more care. 
 
This is also a story in this of how we became closer - rooting and caring for one another - 
when it felt like everything else around us was falling apart.  
 
SITUATION#1 
IZ TEXTS HER FRIEND TO LET HER KNOW SHE’S PRACTICING 
NON-HIERARCHICAL CARE STRUCTURES 
 
I don't remember if I mentioned 
 
but I'm taking part in the School for Civic Imagination at CCA in Glasgow  
 
we've been usually meeting for a few days each month starting from last September to 
think/do/talk about socially engaged art. 
 
we - artists, curators, makers, writers, poets, photographers and creative practitioners of 
sorts - all in some way concerned with our practices making a difference in the world aka 
places/contexts we are part of; speak about critical issues of our time. 
 
since the lockdown a group of us branched off into a sort of autonomous mutual aid / peer 
support and learning unit and we've been doing things like reading groups and skill shares 
together (pasta making, herbalism, walking) and it actually has been really important for my 
lock-down well-being 
 
SITUATION#2 
CHANGE OF PLANS or 
THE LOCKDOWN BEGINS 
 

it is March 2020, the beginning of the lockdown in the UK and the next gathering of the 
School for Civic Imagination is up in the air together with the virus particles that have been 
shaping the past half a year of our lives.  
 
we’ve been meeting since past September to collectively figure out ways we could engage 
with each other and the world through socially engaged art practice. The plan was to 
continue doing so until June. 
 
we’ve danced together, spent time in what a council would call vacant land, read together, 
debated together, shared meals and rituals, shared laughs and struggles and joys of this 
experiment. 
 
this lasted for 5 months and then we all know what happened in March.  
 
SITUATION#3 
IZ TRIES TO DEFINE SOCIALLY ENGAGED ART 
 
Socially-engaged art is……  
 
I’ve always felt uncomfortable about boxing a meaning of something into a definition. 
 
But let me try once again, socially-engaged art is… art that exercises [creatively] a 
response-ability and the responsibility that comes being part of the society. It interrogates 
critically the structures and systems and is attentive to what/who is on the margins. Also, it 
cares.  
 
Social intention translated into action through art -  I also find scribbled on the margin of my 
notebook during that session.  
 
The former is a definition I wrote on our very first gathering in September 2019. It is August 
2020, almost a year has passed and many things happened in this space. I would keep the 
definition. It’s not bad. One thing it lacks is the act of making art. But perhaps I am better off 
spending my time doing it, rather than trying to define it. 
 
 
SITUATION#4 
AUTONOMY TAKES WORK or INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS  
 
School coordinators announce that they are going on furlough (the word we all had to learn 
all too quickly) and will no longer be able to provide the structural or coordination support to 
the School. 
 
Well, I thought. 
 

Isn’t this ironic. 
 
For the 6 months we’ve been coming together, there was a deliberate effort, shared by 
everyone to a varied degree of clarity, that it is entirely up to us as a group to determine the 
programme, the structure, the flow and the aims of the School.  
 
However, coordinators’ invitation to deliberate, to decide, to articulate and come to a shared 
sense of what we would like to do, didn’t land easy.  
 
It was clear for some that this nudge from the coordinators set out the clear intention: this is 
an autonomous learning space and what and how we learn is entirely up to us. It was about 
taking ownership of our learning process. We struggled with it, pulling into different 
directions: more structure please, let’s use this freedom, please.  
 
What was enabling and empowering for some, was perceived as lack of clarity and structure 
to the programme by others. We are so unused to determining and structuring individual and 
collective intentions, that this freedom that fell upon us, caught us by surprise and got us to 
slush through the debri of collective decision-making. 
 
Autonomy takes work. 
 
SITUATION#5 
CLUSTERS AND CARE 
 
Throughout the 5 months we’ve been working in clusters around 3 themes: knowledge, 
autonomy and non-hierarchical care structures. Being part of the latter cluster, we’ve been 
thinking of how to practice these non-hierarchical care structures - within the School and 
beyond.  
 
Now look at us, trying to do exactly that as a response to global pandemic. 
 
Making these care structures wasn a curved path for me. Initially in my care cluster I was -  if 
not hugely opposed then notably disinterested in care in the art-world. Care about 
more-than-human worlds was more of my thing. It still is more of my thing, but in the next 
few months we ended up doing both - caring for each other as artists, women, walkers, 
humans and in that caring for more-than-human worlds that we are part of - in wonderfully 
complementary ways. 
 
SITUATION#6 
I AM NOT THE ONLY ONE 
 
I think to myself, somewhere mid-through the course of our gatherings: huh, I am really not 
the only one trying to combine changing something in the real world and doing art. It is one 
thing to read about such people, but entirely different being in a room full of them. Feeling 
like these are my people and I truly belong.  

 
SITUATION#7 
EXPERIMENTING WITH BEING TOGETHER IN A TIME OF A CRISIS 
As we were slipping into the lockdown, there was a collective need to process this 
experience. Acknowledging, slowing down, sharing coping strategies. We’ve moved on 
quickly from that, there didn’t seem much to debate: the virus was spreading itself and lives 
of all kinds were folded into its expansion. 
 
We’ve connected digitally offering each other windows for pausing, reflecting and checking 
in with each other.  The check-ins merged into readings. We spoke about day-to-day 
experience of a lockdown, self-isolation, fear, uncertainty and anxiety from all the 
notifications updating us on numbers of people dying that day from the virus. We also 
thought together about the role of artists in the times of crisis, role of public intellectuals, 
responsibilities we have as artists and as species. 
 
The readings and discussions also morphed into something else once again that suited our 
increasing need to do something together.  

 
Cool, so what did you do together? 

 
1. 

We cooked pasta 
2. 

We foraged herbs and made tea out those 
3. 

We learned to mix and blend essential oils 
4. 

We walked, each in our own streets, paying attention, touching and being touched 
5.  

We listened to the soundscapes of vacant spaces and imagined how things could be 
different, because we know they could be different 

 
 

Oh wow cool so, uhm, did you do all of that digitally? 
 

Yes! Well, not entirely. It’s called blended engagement. Each of the things above was done 
via zoom and in each of our places - Glasgow, Edinburgh, Nottingham. Each of the sessions 

contained speaking about doing as well as the doing itself - the cooking, the walking, the 
listening, the foraging.  

 
SITUATION#8 
WORKING AND RESTING WITH THE DOUGH 
 
A few days ahead of our pasta making session, CD sends us instructions: what to prepare 
before we meet. It’s simpler than I think: eggs and flour for the dough and cheese + 
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whatever I like for the filling. I go out to get semolina flour to a turkish shop around the 
corner, which at the time feels like a big occasion - going out to get something in between 
the usual by then bi-weekly supermarket trip. 
 
When we meet for a video call on morning X, we spent some time chatting about our week, 
life, periods and weirdness of having not shared a meal with friends in person for months. 
Slowly we fold the dough into the conversation - or what is to become dough after some 
manual labour. Through the screen CD shows us how to knead the dough and how its 
consistency should feel and look like. As we try to replicate what she does seemingly 
effortlessly we keep on chatting - life, dough - making sure it’s all mixed well.  
 
[CHIARA - SORRY I DON’T KNOW IF I’M SLIGHTLY MISCONSTRUCTING IT - PLS FEEL 
FREE TO CORRECT ME]  
CD explains that the practice of getting together to make pasta today became an act of 
resistance in Italy. Making pasta has always been a social occasion when the cooking, the 
resting, the eating and the joy from all these meant to be shared with others. But since the 
municipalities across the country are now enforcing standardized cooking hygiene, making 
pasta to be served in any local restaurant or cafe is pushed into a space that is meant to 
maximize the efficiency of the pasta makers. Socialising and catching up on the local news 
that usually would come with the process, don’t have much space. 
 
As we spend a while discussing the politics of collective food making, the dough starts to feel 
firm and bouncy and just sticky enough. This is when we know it’s time to rest. Both, for us 
and for the dough. The first time CD introduced this notion - of resting with the pasta, I was 
stunned. It is so simple, yet so beautiful: pasta needs to rest and we will rest with the pasta - 
for everyone’s involved wellbeing. So on we go, being with, resting with the pasta-to-be. I 
gently transfer my lump of dough into the fridge, switch off zoom and take a moment to sit in 
the open window and breathe some fresh air. 
 
When we return, rested, it is time to roll, cut, fill and - finally boil. Rolling the dough with a 
bottle of wine firstly into a long sausage, then chopping it into smaller bits that then will be 
rolled into a long flat piece. Cutting out shapes is very exciting. Just a little bit of filling is 
placed into the middle, covered with another disk, stuck together and viola there is one, two, 
three…. 28.. ravioli shaped and filled.  
 
This kind of preparing the meal together had a therapeutic effect on me. It’s the joy of 
making food with others, resting with food, having conversations as we do so, producing 
something incredibly nourishing for the body and for the soul. 
 
SITUATION#9 
THE GOVERNMENT IS THERE TO OPPRESS ME 
 
It was during one of our monthly gatherings VC the coordinator and initiator of the School 
dropped somewhere in the middle of a conversation:  “The government is there tp oppress 
and control me, not to support and protect me.” 

 
Damn, I thought. 
 
It is one thing to have this belief and a totally different thing to be able to voice it in such 
crystal clear and uncompromising way. I admire it. 
 
SITUATION#10 
WE WENT FORAGING 
Plants are all around me, yet I know very little of them. Having my first degree in ecology 
seems long in the past and not that I ever got much plant knowledge out of it, really. I could 
probably name a couple of names of the species that I’m currently sharing my nordic habitat 
with: daisies, linden, pine, nettle [gets up to look out of the window to remind herself what’s 
out there], rowen, ivy (so much ivy!), liliac, hawthorne, peas and this is not to mention my 
house plants names of which I - to my deep embarrassment - do not even know. 
 
That’s my relationship with plant names summed up. My knowledge is even more limited 
when it comes to properties of different plants - what environments they like to grow in, how 
they taste, whose company (plants, or other species) they enjoy and whose causes them 
harm.  
 
My awareness of my plant-ignorance combined with my curiosity to know more made me 
extremely excited about ZI offer to do a session focussed on herbs. For bringing in the plants 
into this conversation, I also have to bring the seasons. It was the end of spring/beginning of 
summer - which, as I learned, is the perfect time to collect nettle and silver birch leaves. We 
agreed we would make ourselves a nettle detox tea, as this time of the ear is also a great 
time for cleansing the body and preparing it for summertime.  
 
I went out to collect the nettle to a place I already knew they grew in. Just outside of the 
fence of the Scottish Government building. It felt, again, like a very special occasion: at a 
time my main outing would be for a very quick walk in the area or a supermarket trip, going 
out to meet and forage a specific plant felt like an incredible luxury. Others, too, found this 
experience of urban foraging a time-mending indulgence, where noticing one plant led to a 
discovery of another, a path, a little forest, a basket full of fragrant herbs. 
 
I spent some time with the nettle on my windosill absorbing the sunshine and slowly shrivels 
into little fuzzy swirls. The knowledge of herbalism and other healing practices has been long 
repressed through witch hunts (look she must be a witch making poisons since she knows 
how to use herbs!) and centuries of patriarchy that has tried to delegitimize forms of 
knowledge production that didn’t benefit those already in power (read, men). Rediscovering 
what plants are, how we may use them for sustenance, care and healing feels emancipating 
and empowering in so many ways. 
 
When we meet for the video call, again, each one of us with our own selection of dried 
herbs, we once again don’t jump into doing, as doing is tied with the being, the way we feel - 
so we spend some time synchronizing, sharing, asking each other questions. ZI also took us 

on a digital walk on a path next to her family’s holiday house in Hungary. I could almost 
inhale the scents and hear the buzz in its greenery. I feel incredibly grateful for learning how 
to interact with plants in a very embodied and direct way, balancing out the theory-rooted 
approach I tend to take. 
 
SITUATION#11 
TAKING A TRAIN BACK TO EDINBURGH 
 
I am taking a train back from our monthly gatherings in Glasgow, my head full of ideas - on 
movement, flows, geology, doing care, subversive antagonistic art, personal stories - all 
bouncing around, thinking “KEEP THIS AFTER GLASGOW INSPIRED, THINKING 
FEELING!”  
 
 
SITUATION#12 
WE WENT ON A WALK 
Touching has a special connotation these days. A mundane act of touching something or 
someone has now turned to cause fear - as we leave our homes, we try not to touch 
anything, every surface presents potential danger of coming into contact with the virus. We 
wash our hands frantically upon returning indoors. Yet, touch has become ever so desirable 
- connecting with other humans physically in times of a global pandemic might turn out to be 
if not deadly, then severely dangerous guilty pleasure. Walking out of our homes to 
deliberately touch and be touched felt immensely special.  
 
It is not the first time I’ve been conducting a sensory walk, but the first time it has been done 
remotely. Synchronized in time but not space. All of us living in places notorious for their 
rains, we did synchronized weather-wise - each of us was accompanied by drops varying 
from light drizzle to an outright downpour (I am looking at you, Glasgow).  
 
Each of us has picked up a different way of engaging with touching and being touched. At 
first we surfaced, followed our curiosities and hesitated with our hesitations, exploring what 
felt right. One of the things that stuck in my memory was how crumbly and fragile a rusty 
former neighborhood police box felt with its blue paint crumbling. I peeled off a few bits of 
paint and smiled, thinking of #BLM and #DefundThePolice happy to find a glimpse of a 
defunded police/police as a relic world on my very own street. The past, waiting to be 
reimagined and repurposed right there. 
 
In the second part of the walk we tried bringing consciously our entire body in contact with 
the surrounding, which at times meant becoming aware of ways it already was in touch. We 
tried sitting, laying down, stomping on, leaning against, inhaling deeply, tasting things, 
understanding the different movements, pressures and temperatures that make the 
perceived environment - a more intimate kind of touch. 
 
Finally, we’ve explored touch through a theme that each of us chose. I, inspired by recently 
reading Anna Tsing’s “Unruly Edges: Mushrooms as companion species” and by a grass 

growing tall strictly by the edge of the fence I stared at for a while, chose to give edges more 
attention. I wondered about synonymousness of edges and peripheries, seams, neither one 
or the other kind of places. I also wondered what the view from the edge is, whose 
perspective gets to be the edge? What's it like to be on the edge? 
 
We come back together in a video call after the walk and share the fascinating experiences 
the simple act of walking and touching has provoked. I wanted to feel a touch that is a 
moment - says CD and shows us an airy video of light wind blowing through tee leaves, sun 
gleaming in the background as her hand gently caresses the branches. 
 
I want to climb it but it has anti climb paint on it, the pigeon can’t land on it because it has 
anti bird spikes on it, I want to go through but there is a fence, hostile places for friendly 
bodies - we once again turn our attention to bodies, both human and non-human wondering 
who is cared for in our urban environments. 
 
I know that attentive walking for me is a way to make a place my own. I start to know it. At 
least somewhat more than before. It feels like I have a relationship with it and it is, hopefully, 
a reciprocal one. I also know, that walking isn’t all that simple - as a practice, as a art 
medium, as knowledge production space, as an everyday act (see Walking one sense at a 
time zine <<INSERT LINK>>) and bringing together friends, artists, fellow women to walk, 
think and reflect together, is once again, empowering, emancipatory and fun. 
 
 
XXX closing thought 
 
[UNFINISHED] 
Bring it all together.  
Nourishment and food, different kinds of knowledges for wellbeing, walking as a way to pay 
attention to the flows that en/dis- able life. 
 
Us - as migrants, women, allies, friends, feminists, walking companions - bending the time 
and space into a structure where we could care, laugh, heal, think with each other. So much 
love flows across digital cables and is brewing slowly, waiting to be outpoured into hugs 
once we can all meet in person. 
 
_________________________________ 
 
 



‘SENSING THE CITY’
WALKS

How does your City feel, look, smell and sound?

What does your neighbourhood look like? And how do the streets look like in your home 
country? What do the signs, colours and shapes tell you? Are they welcoming? Do the trees 
cast long shadows on the pavement of your neighbourhood? And do the roofs glow in orange 
while catching the late summer sunset? Are there also dark streets and corners in your 
neighbourhood? Do you ever go there? What is your favourite thing to watch and 
contemplate in your neighbourhood? Is that the boys playing cricket, the seagulls on the roof, 
or the magnificent canopies in the park? Does your neighbourhood have a lot of colours? 
If it was a colouring book how would you colour it for yourself?

What are the textures and shapes that feel inviting in your neighbourhood? Those that you 
cannot resist not to touch - like silky moss growing on old stone walls, that old shiny copper 
door handle or the soft timber surface of the benches in the park? Are there things you would 
secretly like to hug on your street, or somewhere you would lay down if nobody watched? 
Are there also shapes and materials that feel hostile? What is the message they send to you? 
How would it feel to touch them? Which is the best spot in your neighbourhood to let sun 
caress your face? And are there streets and lanes in your neighbourhood where the wind 
seems to always blow?

Do you hear the wind whistling through the windows and rustling the leaves of the trees on 
your street? Or the sound of the motorway from afar like crashing waves? Can you hear 
birdsong, flapping seagull wings, the river roaring or raindrops on your roof? Are there cold 
surfaces in your neighbourhood from where the sound reverberates off? Do you hear children 
playing outside and people chatting front of the shops? Do you live on a busy street with lots 
of traffic? Can you hear the signal of the ice cream truck on sunny days, reminding you of 
childhood summer holidays? Is there music in your neighbourhood? If you were the composer 
of this cacophony what are the sounds that you would amplify in the melody of your 
neighbourhood?

What are the smells that best describe your neighbourhood? And those that remind you of 
your home even with eyes closed? What is the first smell that hits you as you step out to the 
street? Is it the smoke of the traffic, the fresh earth after rain, or does the wind carry a waft of 
curry from the kitchen of that shop around the corner? And what are the smells that escape 
other people’s kitchens in your neighbourhood and make you want to invite yourself in for 
dinner? Are there edible plants and fruits growing in your street? How do the lanes and 
backgardens smell in your neighbourhood?

Are there abandoned pieces of land, a little corner, an empty car park perhaps, that you would 
inhabit with sounds, shapes, colours and smells? Are there cracks and edges on your street 
where all weeds can freely grow? Is there space in your neighbourhood for your imagination 
to flow?

Thank you for joining us for this walk!

Appendix 2 - Sensory Walk Zine

Sensory Walk ~60 min

Going on a walk together to 
explore the neighbourhood through our 
senses 

From:            To:

Meeting point:

Introduction~30 min

Information about the walk and intro-
ducing ourselves 

From:            To:

Meeting point:

Discussion ~30 min

Reflecting on the walk and sharing our 
experiences  

From:            To:

Meeting point:

Notice sensations you like...

Take photos of things 
you find important

Collect things that say something
about your neighbourhood

Draw a map of your walk

Note 
down your 
experiences and thoughts

...or you don’t like

ON THE WALK

THANK YOU!

Sight Smell/Taste

Hearing Touch

MILK Swap Market

Rags To Riches

Govanhill Baths
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Queens Park



Appendix 3. Sensory Analyses (draft)  
 
Map no1: Senses and Experiences of Place  
Positive, Negative, Neutral 

AREA no 1: 
 
1. I love the fresh smell of rain on the grass. I used to go to every single morning to run 1 
hour at Queens Park. (icon: smell)  

2. I prefer to go to Queens Park, its safer there - there is a small place in Queens Park I 
like to go with the kids. (icon: experience) 
 
AREA no 2: 

3. The sound and smell of rain (icon: sound / smell) 

4. When I wake up to pray at 4am, that’s when the seagulls and all the birds wake up and 
sing. (icon: sound / experience) 
 
5. People walking sounds (icon: sound) 

6. I love front doors, beautiful colours and things. (icon: sight) 
7. Transylvanian corner shop: Smell of coffee, fresh bread, colourful fruits. I love your 
breads guys, 

coffee, breads, vegetarian things, cheese. (icon: sight /smell / taste) 

8. Rubbish front of the houses and shops (icon: sight / smell)

9. There are so many flats, and there is not many greener spaces in this area. Although 
there is a park, on the street there are not that many green spaces. (icon: touch / sight)  
 
10. Community area with benches and herbs: Everyone can take time and enjoy, sit like 
now we are sitting here (icon: touch / sight) 

11. It feels like stone flats, it doesn't feel soft. The texture is really related to the colour. 
(icon: touch / sight) 

12. Wood is missing, wooden things (icon: touch) 13. It feels like a bit fresher (icon: smell) 
 
14. Smell of pollution (icon: smell) 
 
15. Bikes: it means good change (icon: sight)  
 
AREA no 3: 

16. It’s quite scary because there is always gathering front of my door and my children 
feel unsafe all the time. When we are in our flat we feel safe, but outside is like maybe 30 
men young, youth and old gathering and they are not giving space. They are coming from 
their houses and standing front of your building. Exactly on your door, sometimes they 
lean on your door. They may be mugging, taking your mobile, maybe your bag. If you go 

from your flat you can always worry: am I coming back to my flat being robbed? (icon: 
experience) 

17. Sometimes you go and use the street, the cars not giving you space, they are ignoring 
people. (icon: experience) 

18. But sometimes as I also said, thanks god, it feels safer than it used to. (icon: 
experience)

19. I love the diversity here, I like the people from different culture, free movement, 
gathering. (icon: experience) 

20. But when you are from different culture (like all of us are from different cultures) we 
need to learn how to respect each other’s culture, respect each other. Maybe in my 
country I never see this gathering, but maybe you saw, so for you it is not a big deal, but 
maybe for me it’s scary. So it’s just knowing that places that all come together, how to 
keep that alive and how to make it safe for everyone. (icon: experience) 

21. Men gathering maybe scary for women. (icon: experience) 


AREA no.4: 

22. The smell of the coffee sometimes makes me really happy. I remember the real coffee 
back home. Especially front of Cafe Milk, you know, on normal days, the old days, I love 
that smell. When I smell that I feel the peace. (icon: smell / taste)

23. The experience of rubbish is distracting (icon: touch / smell / sight) 

24. Milk Café: Omg, I am missing a lot-lot-lot. I used to have a toddler group, I used to go 
there before lockdown. Have snacks and play there. We live in the same neighbourhood. 
We invite each other to our houses. We have dinner together, chat and sometimes we 
finish late at 1 or 2 o clock at night time. If you stick with Milk, you will see lot of people, 
like you, artists. My kids have been at art classes. Until now we have lots of nice 
memories in the house - pictures they made together. (icon: experience) 
  
25. Pakistani Streetfood: Try to get the sweet corn with spicy. They put some spice on the 
top. And lemons, very nice. (icon: smell / taste) 

AREA no.5: 

26. Whats app group sound. Glasgow women’s group sharing info things, or big family 
group. (icon: sound) 

27. Rain sound, seagull sound (icon: sound) 

28. I miss the smell of the food. Spices here (in the UK) do not have a nice and strong 
smell. Even though organic ones, never have the fresh smell. (icon: smell / taste)  
 
29. Big car, small car, and bike pedalling (icon: sound) 

30. When is coming rain the big birds (seagull) they fly, when is a closed sky like this, you 
cannot see small birds. The big ones are happy when the sky is closed, they are coming 
out, they are happy and celebrating when the sky is closed. When rain is coming the 

small birds go to a cosy place to sit and hide. When you see those big ones we say, you 
see, rain is coming, we run home. (icon: sight / experience) 

31. Seagull, and rain sound on my umbrella. (icon: sound) 

32. I smell the rain and green grass smell and also coffee smell. (icon: smell, sound)

AREA no.6: 

33. There used to be a park and a garage. Now has become a nice park. Now the grass 
has grown, nobody cut it. People working for the city council cut the grass, its very nice. 
The people who live here, they will have sun to sit down. On the other side thats a school. 
When mums are waiting for their kids sometimes they sit here, the other sibling can play, 
when the school finishes and they go around to pick up the kids. (icon: experience) 
 
AREA no.7: 
 
34. Melon, thyme, satsuma (icon: smell, taste) 

35. These colourful veg shops change the view of the city. (icon: sight) 

36. The quality of veg and fruit is so much better than in supermarkets. (icon: taste, smell) 

37. Lower prices, good quality. Fruit for low income people, helping the community. (icon: 
smell, taste, experience) 
 
38. Smell of coffee and fruits (icon: smell, taste) 

39. The fruit shops are colour for the street (icon: sight) 
 
40. This coffee shop is so good, Russian owner, nice cultural things, old furniture and tea 
bowls, always busy when it is open. (icon: taste, sight) 
 
41. Polish Corner shop: She buys her favourite green coffee from here, and guides me 
around, takes a photo: “Favourite coffee picture” (icon: taste) 
 
42. I love these European shops - Romania, Poland, Belorus - because they have fresh 
ingredients. (icon: taste) 
 
43. In the UK everything is fridge, package, freezer, freezer, fridge everything. (icon: taste) 

44. I like to cook fresh when I cook. If you say cook till tomorrow, I am happy. I love fish, 
my favourite. (icon: experience, taste) 
 
45. We are sharing recipes: she loves dill and yoghurt. We exchange recipes for 
Hungarian pickles, and Somalian “olive oil, vinegar, cabbage in jar” (icon: taste, 
experience) 
  
46. Family sound, WhatsApp (icon: sound) 

47. Corner veg shop: I love the colours and the quality (icon: taste, sight) 
 

 
AREA no.8: 

48. Locavore veg shop: The colours are really nice. I love the smell of this shop. When I 
go and smell, it reminds me of back home. (icon: sight, smell) 
 
49. Traffic, construction. Lots of sound, quite a lot of sounds. (icon: sound) 

50. ’Ting, ting’ - the sound of the rain of my umbrella. It’s called sound roof. Tin roof 
sound. I kind of like like that sound, because it makes me want to go to sleep. (icon: 
sound) 

51. Evangelical Church: Before lockdown every Friday we used to do knitting in the 
church. And morning coffee, every Friday morning. (icon: experience) 
 
AREA no.9. 

52. It is connected: when less cars, less pollution, I always feel fresher. I feel during the 
lockdown air pollution got better. When cars go slow, you can hear more birds singing. 
(icon: smell, sound) 
 
53. I could hear more birds in the morning (during lock down). And kind of birds which I 
never saw before. (icon: sound) 
  
54. Nice colours of the houses here, not grey, its a warm and nice colour. Its a beautiful 
combination of green trees, blue sky and the warm colours of red/yellow stone houses. 
It’s the the colour of the yellow stones that come from Scotland - they use it a lot here in 
the buildings. (icon: sight, touch) 

AREA no.10:  
 
55. You can see down on Victoria road straight to the city centre and up the road to the 
gate of Queens Park to all the green. You can see Queens Park which is nice and green. 
(icon: sight) 
 
56. I do most of my shopping here, but I never see to that corner inside, I never do this 
detail to go and see those beautiful flowers inside. (icon: sight) 

57. It’s a primary school garden. The fence was put there not long ago. It’s a very busy 
street. I think the wall is for the safety for the children. That is where they play in the break 
time, you could see through from the road. It is because of the traffic noise and the buses 
passing by, to protect the children, also the attention. I used to see kids kids playing and 
shouting, but somehow you now cannot hear and see that much noise any more. (icon: 
sight, sound, experience) 

58. They put up the wall because they don't want the area to be used for antisocial 
behaviour. I saw the injection close to the wall. The wall could be some sort of protection 
because if nobody uses the space, it’s definitely a quick a turn to that. (icon: experience, 
sight) 

59. The kids make noises, maybe in the residency area they can see and hear them. (icon: 
sight hearing) 
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60. Rust, which is with the colour (in the zine) I was trying to show. It shows this area that 
wasn't used (icon: sight, touch) 

61. I like the smell I like how it looks (icon: smell, sight) 
 
62. I liked the wall, the wall makes the plants to grow. The flowers and the hay. All that 
comes, because it’s hidden behind the wall. (icon: sight, experience) 
 
63. The protection, and all those senses, you know. I imagine, it shows me and felt like all 
the countryside. It feels like we saw the whole country. It was so beautiful. (icon: sight, 
smell) 
 
64. It’s been raining the last few days, and fresh from the ground, freshness and water 
smell. It was really nice feeling, I loved that place. (icon: smell) 
 
65. I was thinking: is this a coincidence, are they growing these plants there or has it been 
there? 

(icon: sight) 
66. There was peace, fresh, nice and lovely (icon: smell, sight) 

67. Here is a school. The fence is a big park to play for the bigger kids, the small kids play 
on the other side. (icon: experience) 

AREA no.11:

68. These new buildings built here just look grey. I don't have a really good feeling with 
them, because I don't think the quality of material they use is really good. (icon: touch, 
sight) 
 
69. And which one gives you better buildings? The old buildings with the beautiful colours 
and shape. (icon: sight, touch) 

70. Those are bad buildings, they were not made with love, just money. No care, no 
green. American style but not with love. People just go there and sleep, its not built for 
future. No care, they don't have garden, green. There is dark, damp, the houses often 
flood, and the government doesn’t care. People go ill. They don't care what’s going inside 
the buildings. (icon: experience, sight)

71. This diversity is beautiful here (icon: experience, sight) 
 
72. But the government starts to build houses because they are short on housing, but 
with low 

quality. (icon: experience, sight, texture) 
73. Rubbish is more visible in this area. (icon: sight) 

74. Just more money, more money, and its not even good for beauty, those buildings. 
Behind there is no green, there is no little garden, there is nothing. The small garden you 
see front of the old flats or at the back - they (the new social housing) don't have that. 
And it’s really bad when government don't look after the inside of houses and think about 
where people live. (icon: experience, sight) 

75. Rubbish, people don't care about the neighbourhood - it’s completely changed. (icon: 
sight, experience) 

76. When people feel no one cares about me, no one likes me, no one loves me. That 
makes people do rubbish, Because they feel angry. (icon: experience) 
 
AREA no.12: 

76. There are too many cars (icon: experience) 

77. Inside my house is very damp. It’s not because of the rain, but because houses are 
very bad quality and very old in this area. (icon: experience) 
 
78. During lockdown we just stay home and the school calling us to learn home. Go really 
nice, but really hard. The kids like”Mum is really boring, I need to go”. Is really hard. (icon: 
experience) 

79. There is lot of beautiful furniture on the streets to take. (icon: sight, experience)  
 
AREA no.13: 

80. Kids older than 10 don't have a place to play. There is Govanhill Park here. But this 
place has so many kids gangs, they take over the place. My kids are 10-11yrs olds, I 
cannot send them there to play. Breaking glass “they kill you”. The small children, baby 
area (1-5yrs) is safe, but kids like my son 10-11, won’t go there because they say that 
“they are not babies”. (icon: experience)

81. That’s the fence where the big boys play. They want to play football, but when they go 
there, there are boys bigger than them: under 18, the smallest like 13-14. It’s not that 
dangerous, but they have gang groups smoking and drinking. When I take my kids there 
to play, I will follow them everywhere, I am controlling where they can go. When it’s 
summer there is always police. It is important to have safe place for kids to play. I prefer 
to go to Queens Park, it’s safer there - there is a small place I like to go with the kids. We 
come to Govanhill Park, we sit, but I don't let them play football, because there is 
smoking and drinking. I come early and I go to the big park. (icon: experience) 

AREA no.14: 
  
82. They are building new houses there. Before they have stopped here, but now they are 
starting again with new houses. Liddl wanted to buy the land, but Super Asia people 
complained “our shop nobody comes”. Super Asia was here before. (icon: experience)

GENERAL GOVANHILL AREAS: 
 
83. I feel blessed, this is home. (icon: experience) 

84. The gentrification that happened in the Southside, and so many shops are opening in 
Govanhill, a lot of life. (icon: experience) 
 
85. Scottish people are coming back. Now community coming together, different culture, 
you see the small shops. It makes me beautiful and peaceful when we all live together 
and just look after our small world. (icon: experience, sight) 


86. I like the smell overall, just quite nice, fresh. Last few days have been raining and it 
feels clean, fresh, peace, quiet. (icon: smell) 

87. It’s quite a mix of everything. New, old, nature, controversial, my experience is mixed 
like this too, people bagging, the shops, industrial, there is a lot of mix in this area. (icon: 
sight, experience) 
 
88. Although there is so many things going on, there is not enough community spaces, 
because there are so many people living here that it is not enough space for them. Expect 
for Queens Park. (icon: experience) 

89. Some part in Govanhill, it’s not safe. Govanhill is quite a special area I would say. 
Sometimes some areas you feel like you are not safe. But Govhill people are so friendly. 
(icon: experience) 
 
90. Not like I am not safe, but I feel that I need company. Sometimes you see that men 
are gathering at one place. I don't know if it is a cultural thing for them, or there is a lack 
of space for them that’s why they gather on the street or around the corner. That is what 
makes me feel a little bit unsafe sometimes or not comfortable. (icon: experience)

91. Sometimes gathering could be cultural or could be something else, but it is quite 
scary when you see people not respecting and not giving space. Sometimes you see 
people gathering but when they see people coming through they give space and respect. 
But when people cannot notice, it can feel quite scary and unsafe. When people are 
around and you want to pass by but they are still ignoring and standing same way, that 
feels like I don't want to come back again this place. (icon: experience)

92. Govanhill has so many different angles. Some area you feel like this is posh, and 
some area is just like quite scary. (icon: experience, sight) 

93. Govanhill is not very-very safe, you cannot say it’s very-very safe, but really good. Not 
bad (she laughs). (icon: experience) 
 
94. We have so many communities for studying if you are a mum like me, you will have 
community to learn English or have a chat. For example like Milk - it has lots of things, 
activity 2 times a week. (icon: experience) 

95. It is a really beautiful place I ever love, it’s really nice. I love this place because it has 
so many communities to go around, you will be busy when you are like me, having 
babies, you will get lots of things for kids and for yourself. (icon: experience) 

96. I never feel wintertime, I never feel summertime, all the time is very nice in Govanhill. 
(icon: experience) 

97. There are lots of charity shops (icon: experience) 
 
98. I have lived 5 years in the city centre - very hard, I cannot go out, really hard. They 
have offered me many houses, but I don’t want to move from Govanhill. (icon: experience)

99. Cars never stop here. In my country they will stop. Even coming close they will stop. 
(icon: experience) 
 
100. I am telling you, really, you will get a lot here, you will experience, because you will 

see the real people. If you are staying on the other side (Centre) you don’t know each 
other. People just say hi, hi, you just walk around, you don’t know each other. But here 
you will learn, and meet lots of people, and you will get a lot of friends, and you will never 
get bored. (icon: experience) 

Map no2: Memory Layer of Place 
Positive, Negative, Neutral  
 
AREA no.2. 

 
101. Back home buildings are more like softer structure. It is very different here from back home 
(icon: touch) 

102. She likes rain, her country is also rainy, and when it rains they like to make a tea with spices 
like cloves and cinnamon. They grill corn and stay cozy at home with family. (icon: taste)

 
103. She likes that in her country its warm and rainy. They grow mango, papaya and grapefruit 
(icon: taste)


104. The smell of the coffee sometimes makes me really happy, I remember the real coffee back 
home. (icon: smell, taste)


AREA no.4.  

105. Milk Café: I love art workshops, but I don't have time to do it by myself, because I have 6 
kids, picking them from school and nursery, and shopping, and husband working. I am a full-time 
mum, always with my kids, but what I like about Milk is that I take my kids to Milk, they sit in there 
with me, some of them at school, some with me, when I drop them at school and waiting for them 
to come back, just I sit in there, I spend time at Milk. I have 1 hour when I drop my kids to have 
fun and chat. Sometimes its art workshops, sometimes talk, hand massage , sometimes I do 
henna to the other kids to make them happy. Sometimes we do sewing class for making clothes. 
N. is good at sawing, we learn from her. Everybody shows what they know. (icon: smell, taste)


AREA no 5. 
 
106. Back home, when you cook, your whole house and apartment will smell nice from the spices. 
(icon: smell)

 
107. We make barbecue, we love this when the rain is coming or it is very cold. We do wintertime 
tea. (icon: taste)


108. When is coming rain the big birds (seagull) they fly, when is a closed sky like this, you cannot 
see small birds. Those (seagulls) they are happy when the sky is closed, they are coming out, they 
are happy and celebrating when the sky is closed. When rain is coming the small birds go to a 
cosy place to sit and hide. When you see those (big) we say, you see, rain is coming, we run 
home. (icon: sight)


109. Rain smell on hot ground when steam is coming - I love that at home. The after-rain smell. 
(icon: smell) 

AREA no 7. 
  
110. In my country you see a lot fruit, a lot fruit shops, and a lot shops that make juice. The quality 
of the fruit and veg is so much better and the price too. In the Middle East he most beautiful fruits 
come from my country, you know the shape and the colour of the fruits. Apples grapes, oranges, 
those are the flavour of my home country. (icon: taste, smell) 



111. At home it’s fresh and the fruits smell nicer. We have much healthier food, tasty and smell 
fresh. (icon: taste, smell)


112. I share that Cabbage is ‘káposzta’ in Hungarian. She says “they have the same word for it: 
“kabbish” . We exchange recipes for pickles: “olive oil, vinegar, cabbage in jar” She loves dill and 
yoghurt (icon: taste)

 
AREA no.8: 
 
113. Locavore veg shop: When I go and smell, it reminds me of back home. Organic things kind of 
remind me of my Dad’s shop. We used to have a big shop like this in my country, we used to sell 
organic things, organic shampoo. (icon: smell)


114. My Dad passed away at 64, and my mum died at age 34. I was 11. It’s very hard to grow up 
without mum. (icon: smell)


115. When it rains, I have perfume oil my culture made - we put a small with water candle. I love 
that, I am loving myself. (icon: smell)


116. The rain is really nice, where I grew up we have 3 months rain. In Africa we have the most 
rain. Our country really warm but rainy. We grow there mangos, papayas, grapefruit, plantain, 
especially bananas. That is nice when its hot, I can do everything. The rain is better for me instead 
of snow. (icon: taste)

 
117. Quite sad because we are not going to work. Myself its quite sad, I cannot believe I lost my 
job during the lockdown. People lost their lives, so many lost their lives, I only lost my job. I would 
say am quite lucky I am still here, healthy. (icon: sound, smell)


AREA no.11. 
 
118. New social housing: Reminds me of some places back home, because it is a newly built 
country. So you wont see like a 20 years old building - that is old building, the colour looks like old 
building. It reminds me these buildings back home. (icon: colour)

 
GENERAL GOVANHILL AREAS: 
 
119. Maybe 15 years ago when they saw the Eastern European and other community moving in, 
(Scottish people) started selling their houses. It was really different 9-10 years ago. (icon: sight) 

Map no3: Imagination 
(Imagination is not being given colour coded qualities) 
AREA no.3.  
 
120. We need to learn how to respect each others culture, respect each other. For example 
maybe in my country I never see this gathering, but maybe you saw, so for you is not a big deal, 
but maybe for me its scary. So its just like knowing that places that all come together, how to 
keep that alive and how to make it safe for everyone.


121. Maybe they are not gathering for bad stuff. I don't mind gathering, I really don't mind, I love 
people you know, I really do. Whenever they feel good whenever they feel happy to stay and 
gather I really don't mind I have no problems. One thing I always feel everyone we need space to 
pass. Could you please excuse without asking and then stay the way you want. But whenever 
people come and passing by, give space. That’s all you know. But safer also is everywhere. You 
feel safer maybe something like that happening sometimes?


AREA no. 10. 
 
122. I would go and stay and eat, picnic and sleep all day. If I had permission, I would go and stay 
till sunset, and lie down. I was thinking a place that can make people feel blessed.


123. But maybe in this area open area is not enough. Open area that people can go in and out, 
but maybe also design something like this (benches, and flower beds). Something like that would 
be beautiful. 


124. Everyone will love this if we take the fences out or make a door. But it (the space) is not 
enough for all of us. if we make something like that everyone can take time and enjoy. Sit like this 
place we are sitting here.


125. I would turn it into community areas, places where people could engage, because I guess 
this area has a lack of community place. I would ask people and design something with the 
people. Outdoor sculpture but inspired from the area. Picnic, food and sculpture garden.


126. My imagination was like here, with community space for benches, herbs, plants.


127. I imagine, and I felt like all the countryside. It feels like the whole country. It was so beautiful.


AREA no. 11: 

128. If people are together and feel equal there is no rubbish. 


AREA no 13:  
 
129. It is important to have safe place for kids to play.


AREA no 14: 

130. Would be nice to have playground or football things. Kids older than 10 don't have a place to 
play.  
 
GENERAL GOVANHILL AREAS: 
 
131. I feel unsafe sometimes , but I believe it will be better soon.
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Appendix 4 - Evolution of sensory data visualisation
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Appendix 3 - Sensory Analyses
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